
          

 

Double Sided Printed Circuit Boards 

 

Double Sided Printed Circuit Boards (also known as Double-Sided Plated 

Thru or DSPT) circuits are the gateway to higher technology applications. They allow 

for closer (and perhaps more) routing traces by alternating between a top and bottom 

layer using vias. Today, double sided printed circuit board technology is perhaps the most 

popular type of PCB in the industry. 

 

Benefits of Double Sided PCBs: 

 

 More flexibility for designers 

 Increased circuit density 

 Relatively lower costs 

 Intermediate level of circuit complexity 

 Reduced board size (which can reduce costs) 

Applications of Double Sided PCBs 

 

There are near limitless applications for old and new designs. Fine line surface mount, ultra 

high copper build, high and low temperature, Solder coated, Silver, and Gold finishes are 

just a few examples of DSPT applications. 

 

THE FOLLOWING ARE APPLICATIONS IN WHICH DOUBLE SIDED PCBS CAN BE USED: 

 Industrial controls 

 Power supplies 

 Converters 

 Control relays 

 Instrumentation 

 Regulators 

 UPS systems 

 Power conversion 

 HVAC 

 LED lighting 

 Hard drives 

 Printers 

 Phone systems 

https://www.pcbjhy.com/double-sided-pcb/56712885.html


          

 Power monitoring 

 Automotive dashboards 

 Line reactors 

 Test equipment 

 Amplifiers 

 Traffic systems 

 Vending machines 
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 Product&Service 

 Quick Turn PCB 

 Rigid PCB 

 Flexible PCB 

 Rigid-flex PCB 

 Aluminum PCB 

 PCB Stencil 

Factory Tour  



          

 



          

 Why choose us? 

 Save money&time! Achieve peace of mind! 

 A professional and trustworthy PCB prototype manufacturer. 

 Fastest PCB Prototype. 

 One stop solution for various PCB&SMT Stencil. 

 Low cost for simple PCB. 

 Affordable price for high-tech PCB. 

 Minimum orders 1pcs. 

 24-hour online customer service. 

 Professional PCB engineer for one-to-one service. 

 Shipment on time. 

 Guarantee good service and quality from PCB quotation to delivery. 

Service features 

 Custom service.  

 You get what you pay for! 

 7*24 hours Online service. 

 Professional Technical support. 

 Fast turnarounds. 

 Fast delivery. 

Certification(UL:E466618, TS16949,  ISO9001.RoHS) 

   

Electronics Fair 

We took part in the famous exhibitions (As a PCB manufacturer) over the past years and 

got high appreciation from the top experts and customers, as well as cooperated tightly 

with them.  



          

 

PCB Shipment 



          

JHY PCB offers flexible shipping methods for our customers, you may choose from one of 

the methods below.  

 

Shipping Process 

After production and testing, your PCB orders will be sent to our shipping department. As 

the quick turn PCB manufacturer, JHY PCB shipping department will ship your PCB quickly 

without any pending. 

JHY PCB 's Packing Way 

 Use one professional PCB vacuum bag, with desiccant inside. Vacuum compressed 

totally. 

 Paste label and RoHs mark. Use second vacuum bag to protect boards again, 

vacuum compressed, make sure no exception. 

 Microsection report and Tin testing board are put together with PCB in cartons.COC 

(Certificate of Conformity)  will be sent to customer by email in PDF. 

 Several layers of thick EPE(Expandable polyethylene) are filled fully in gaps 

between PCBs and cartons. The thickness of 1 layer EPE is 10mm. 

 Neutral Packing is adopted if no special requirements. Strong and thick 

cartons(Thickness:10mm,7 layers). Different sizes of cartons are designed to meet 

demand of different PCB size. All package are within weight limit of cartons. For 

mass production order, no exceed 21kg per carton normally. 

 All cartons sealed with strong adhesive tape should be sealed twice so as to make 

them more durable. 

 Solid PP/PET strapping is used outside of cartons.  

 Shipping mark, fragile mark and postcode label are all pasted clearly. 

Whatever we do or whatever we think of is to make sure boards are shipped to customer 

safely and quickly. 

How to ship your PCB? 

 

 Firstly, JHY PCB shipping department will print order address and invoice. 

 Secondly, JHY PCB will set the shipment information on the Logistics company 

website. 

 Thirdly, the Logistics company staff will collect the package from JHY PCB and ship 

it to you. 

Shipment Term 

With the purpose of better customer service and meeting the customer demand, JHY PCB 

provides following shipping methods. 



          

JHY PCB is experienced in exporting. For PCB Prototype and small-medium volume PCB 

order, we have stable and long-term good relationship with forwarder, such as 

international express company DHL, FedEx, TNT, UPS. For mass production order, we have 

famous and reliable shipping company for support. 

FAQ 

Q1: What is your minimum order quantity? 

A: Our MOQ is 1 PCS. 

Q2: Do you accept  PCB design with different boards on one panel? 

A: Of course, we can do different boards on the same panel. 

Q3. Are my Gerber Files safe? 

A: We protect the intellectual property for customers in the whole process. All documents 

from customers are never shared with any third parties. 

Q4: What is needed for quotation?  

A: Quantity, PCB Gerber file, Technical requirements(material, board thickness, surface 

finish, copper thickness, solder mask color, silkscreen color,...) 

Q5. How to quote shipping cost? 

A: The shipping cost is determined by the shipment way(forwarder name, delivery days), 

destination, weight&dimension of packages. If you use your own forwarder, please inform 

us. 

 

 


